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Abstract 

 

Littler part estimates, shorter occasions to market, and lower manufacturing cost are run of the mill prerequisites of a 

modern manufacturing facility. Under such requirements, agile manufacturing systems are attractive. Agile 

manufacturing utilizes innovation, authoritative methodologies, frameworks and individuals in manufacturing concepts 

which really has a place with the 21st century and which rises above existing system to encourage capacity of the 

association to respond to fast change and react to an undeniably capricious commercial center. Agile manufacturing can 

create what clients need, when and precisely how they need it, at a savvy cost. The principle point of this paper is to 

presents the different conceivable research areas in the advancement of agile manufacturing period. The target of this 

paper is to brief a general thought and research needs of agile manufacturing in the market situation [1], [2]. 
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Introduction 

In  the  past decades,  economies  of  scale  ruled  the manufacturing  world  and  everybody  knew  that  mass 

production and full utilization of plant capacity was the way to  make  money.  This  style  of  manufacturing  resulted  

in inflexible  plants  that  could  not  be  easily  reconfigured,  and were associated with swollen raw materials, work-in-

process and finished goods inventories [3], [4]. For the elimination of excess inventory, shortened lead-times, 

requirement of  flexibility in the flow lines and to enhance the advanced levels of quality in both  products  and  

customer  service,  industry  analysts  have popularized the terms `world-class  manufacturing’  that is agile 

manufacturing. Agile Manufacturing is mainly a business concept.  Its  aim  is  quite  simple  -  to  put  the enterprises  

way out  in  front of  the competitors [5].  In Agile Manufacturing, the aim is very adequate that is to combine the 

organization, people and technology into an integrated and coordinated whole. Agile manufacturing defined as the 

capability to survive and prosper in a competitive environment of continuous and unpredictable change by reacting 

quickly and effectively to changing markets, driven by customer-designed products and services.  The  concept  of  

agility  refers  to  a  business  model  which makes  an  organization  immune  to  damage  caused  by unpredictable  

events  and  changing  circumstances.  This  is achieved  by  the  organization  being  able  to  react  and  adapt rapidly.  

In Contrast to the traditional manufacturing strategy, the agile manufacturing  concentrates  on  the  customer  

enrichment, competitiveness  through  co-operation  and  this  is achieved  by  integration  of  the  people,  information  
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and technology on a same roof. This is also achieved by highly educated and trained workforce.  Enhancing  the 

competitiveness  among  the  competitors  and  built  the cooperation  from  all  the  enterprises  and  thus  influence  the 

knowledge sharing and sharing the technological innovations [6]. Agile  manufacturing  makes  use  of  modern  

information technology to form virtual enterprises, which agilely respond to  the  changing  market  demands.  A virtual 

enterprise, different from  a  traditional  enterprise,  is  constructed  by partners from different companies, who 

collaborate with each other to design and manufacture high quality and customized products. It is product-oriented; 

team-collaboration styled, and featured as fast and flexible. Frequent and dynamic interactions among partners in agile 

manufacturing enterprises entail the crucial role of an Agile Manufacturing Information System (AMIS). It is up to the 

AMIS to provide partners with integrated and consistent information, as well as to manage partner transactions 

accessing the information [7]. 

Result and Conclusion 

Agility as a subject is still a developing area. Firms are starting  to  move  towards  agile  behavior,  often  not  in  a 

planned way, more usually they "fall into it" and as a result it tends to be operational and lacks strategic direction. As a 

first step,  companies  need  to  understand  the  basic  ideas  and become intelligent  respondents  to the concepts. 

Agility is  a long  term  issue  for  businesses  and  achieving  agility  is  a journey, not an objective to be attained before 

moving on to something  else.  The  implementation  of  agility  is  still  very much  a  frontier  activity,  involving  

radically  new  concepts concerning strategies, organization, people and technologies. It  takes  businesses  into  a  

domain  where  fundamental  and taken  for  granted  assumptions  are  challenged.  Agility is a paradigm shift and 

before one can move forwards one has to understand the existing paradigm and to face up to the often painful task of 

accepting that current practices and beliefs are no longer appropriate or relevant. 
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